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Abstract. The intensity contour map can directly reflect the damage degree of an earthquake, and it is 
an image representation of a seismic influence field or ground motion intensity field. The Kriging 
interpolation method is an unbiased and optimal interpolation method, and this method can be used to 
rapidly process data of the sampling points and to build smooth intensity fields after earthquakes, as 
one of outputs of intensity rapid reporting, and consequently, the intensity contour map can serve 
earthquake emergency response. The article briefly describes the basic principle of Kriging 
interpolation method and puts forward the problems existing in experimental semivariograms in 
practice, and to solve the problem, the ground motion intensity attenuation relationship is used to 
re-match experimental semivariograms. The instrumental intensity data is assumed as regional 
variation, and it conducts Kriging interpolation computation of artificial models and actual earthquake 
cases, finally the calculation results are analyzed and discussed. 

Introduction 
The seismic intensity rapid report is to use the strong-motion earthquake observation records to rapidly 
calculate the degree of seismic influence of all observation points, without need of field investigation, 
and to provide a complete seismic influence field and rapid release, providing a basis for the estimation 
of casualties and economic losses and the decision-making of earthquake emergency response and 
engineering emergency repairing. The contour map combines graphs and figures and it is direct and 
visual, so it is one of essential graphs in the rapid reporting of intensity of ground motion [1]. In this 
article, the rapid generation of intensity contour maps is realized according to the actual situation of 
strong motion observation network of our country and with the Kriging interpolation method. Within 
the influence scope of earthquake, high-quality instrumental data can rival macroeconomic intensity 
data of earthquakes of which the moment magnitude and attenuation relationship are given [2-3]. In 
other words, it is feasible to build an intensity field with instrumental intensity, but is shall be combined 
with the characteristics of ground motion. This article introduces the ground motion intensity 
attenuation relationship into the Kriging interpolation method, and it matches the spatial structure 
relationship of regional variation via the attenuation relationship so as to obtain a new experimental 
semivariogram, and then it re-allocates the weight of sampling pints in the interpolation method and 
finally obtains the intensity value of non-sampling points. At the end, the article verifies the method, 
analyzes the factors affecting the accuracy of the method. 

Method 
The Kriging interpolation method was first raised by D.G. Krige, a gold mine engineer in South Africa, 
in 1950s [4]; In 1960s, it was raised to theory by Matheron, a French mathematician [5]. It is a method 
developed in order to solve the calculation of reserves of ore deposits and error estimation, and it is an 
important constituent part of geostatistics. The estimated value of attribute value of 0Z(x )  at the 
point 0x  to be estimated is the weighted average of attribute values of sampling points [6]: 
 n
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Z(x )= λ Z(x )∑  (1) 
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where, λi is the weight coefficient to be determined using the follow Lagrange equations 
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where, ( ) ( )γ x , x γ x , xi j j i=  is experimental semivariogram[7-8]; μ is Lagrange multiplier. 
The attenuation relationship is an empirical relationship depending on regions [9]. This article 

adopts the intensity attenuation relationship of the fifth generation of intensity division map of our 
country. The attenuation relationship is the seismic intensity attenuation relationship of all zones 
regressed on the basis of determining the zoning of our country’s ground motion attenuation 
relationship, and its model is as follows: 
 0=A+B +Clog( + )I M R R  (3) 
where, I is the seismic intensity; M is the surface wave magnitude; R is the epicentral distance; A, B, C 
and R0 are regression coefficients. The theoretical variation model adopted in the article is the power 
function model: γ(h) = khα. 

Result 
The method mentioned above is applied in an artificial model of intensity field, as shown in Figure 1. In 
the model, (0,0) point is taken as the epicenter, surface wave magnitude of earthquake is 6.5; the 
intensity attenuates from the epicenter to the surrounding by the attenuation relationship of ellipse. The 
selected attenuation relationship is the attenuation relationship of Qinghai-Tibet zone in the fifth 
generation of zoning map of our country, and the east-west direction is the direction of long axis. 
Sampling points are randomly selected in the intensity field according to the intensity (corresponding to 
stations in Figure 1), and the intensity of points are calculated. The number of sampling points are 
shown in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 1． Schematic Diagram of Calculation Model 
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Table 1. Distribution and Statistics of Sampling Points (Stations) 

Scope of 
intensity 8 and more 7~8 6~7 5~6 4~5 3~4 Total 

Number of 
stations 3 5 8 15 20 20 71 

 
On the basis of calculation of error-free intensity, the added random error is increased, and then 

the interpolation calculation is conducted with the ordinary Kriging method, and the calculation result 
is shown in Figure 2. The numerical values of contour lines are 5~8 from the outside to the inside. In the 
figure, the calculated data of a is error-free data; the fluctuation error of calculated data of b is 
-0.1~0.1; the fluctuation error of calculated data of c is -0.2~0.2; the fluctuation error of calculated 
data of d is -0.5~0.5. It can be seen that the intensity field re-built based on error-free data by use of 
ordinary Kriging interpolation can nearly perfectly coincide with the original intensity field; however, 
with the increase of data errors of intensity, the intensity field built will be worse.  

  
a. Data without error b. The error range is ±0.1 

  
c. The error range is ±0.2 d. The error range is ±0.5 

Figure 2. Calculation Results of Data of Different Error Ranges 

Conclusion 
Through the calculation examples, it can be seen that the Kriging interpolation method can be used to 
directly build a ground motion intensity field directly via the instrumental intensity of sampling points, 
and the experimental semivariogram fitted by the ground motion attenuation relationship can well 
represent the spatial autocorrelation of the variables. The rebuilt intensity field shows that the error of 
the sampling density and the sampling data will produce influences on the accuracy degree of intensity 
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field, and in comparison, the error of sampling data will have larger influences on the rebuilt intensity 
field. 
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